
Creative Futures



Understanding your audience drives better results

It enables us to create the most effective
strategy for your objectives

It reduces wastage so your media spend
works as hard as possible

It allows for segmentation & customization
to increase response rate

It drives response from people more likely
to convert

"Here at Join the Dots, we 
create our own way that’s 

right for us and our 
clients; offsetting client 

campaigns accurately 
using unbiased data." 



Brief Re-Cap
Demonstrate the power of print in the 
omnichannel marketing mix, with 
consideration of how print can be 
personalised to meet the 
client’s objectives

Increase the appeal of YMCA to a 
younger audience (Gen Z/Millennials)

Utilise creativity to appeal to this 
younger audience, whilst still 
promoting YMCA’s services and 
core principals

Promote YMCA’s ESG credentials (ie. 
sustainable impact, mental health)

The 1st step with every brief....

Question it!



A lack of understanding of who YMCA are 
creates issues for short & long term growth

Source: YouGov



A busy landscape, homelessness is dominated 
by Crisis & Centrepoint
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Source: AdDynamix. Please note DM includes warm mail and Inserts are classified as DD and Press with little accuracy.

Mail channels are 
utilised by competitors, 
but at a significantly 
lower spend level but 
due to the nature of the 
channel allows a greater 
share of voice when it 
lands due to the limited 
volume of advertisers 
alongside on the 
doormat or in inserts.



And the current economic crisis is adding to 
the pressures charities are already facing

Consumer confidence 
is at an all time low 
resulting in a cautious 
spending approach. 
Data shows the
majority of UK adults 
have, or are likely to 
reduce their spending 
in response to the cost 
of living crisis. 
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The Challenge... How do you learn more about a 
group that currently doesn't exist?



TGI allows us to cross reference data 
about these 4 groups of variables

Demographics Media 
Behaviour

Attitudes Product 
Consumption

From this, we can build up a statistically robust picture of:
Who an audience is

What they think
How they shop and

What media they consume and When they consume it



Types of Charity – Cause Preference



Media Consumption



All Adults YMCA AUDIENCES

Has Donated to Charity, 24-44 
age

Has donated to charity, Female, 
AB, retired

Population (Million) 53,360 1,545 5,876

Number of Charities Donated to 3.89 3.20 4.45

Average Amount Donated (£) 80.15 63.92 131.39

Have ever received Invitations to 
donate 33 % 27 % 35 %

Have ever received Charity DM* 8 % 6 % 21 %

Have ever received Charity Door 
Drop 4 % 4 % 4 %

Frequency of interaction DM* 4.40 3.82 4.85

Frequency of interaction Door 
Drops 3.00 3.02 2.78

Source TGI/ Jicmail Fusion Data 2021 n= 24,409 / * = DM, Direct Mail  

TGI initial audience analysis 



Interests



Locality



Affinity to Help out…



Attitudinal Statement
“I have been thinking of people in need more since the coronavirus outbreak”



Attitudinal Statement
Gifting a donation to a charity this Christmas



Attitudinal Statement
“I expect advertising to be entertaining”



In Summary...
Start to put yourself in the mind of your audience when thinking about Media 
channels, journeys and Content.

Media Channels

Location

Consideration

Information

Cut through Timings



Thank you and GOOD LUCK!


